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Preface

I had visited Indonesia.

With beautiful scenery and rich cultural heritage, the Indonesia and her people’s faith, sincerity and kindness impressed me deeply.

This Impression of China—China & Indonesia Art Exhibition displays many works of 45 artists from different colleges in Indonesia. They are excellent art teachers as well as friendly messengers of spreading culture. With the extraordinary, mysterious and innocent atmosphere, their works depict the China’s impression from totally different visions, which makes us enjoy instant culture from different countries and districts. The Exhibition also displays works painted by 12 college teachers in the Department of Tradition Chinese Painting. Their works show their artistic ideals and spiritual directions and explain the charm of Chinese culture. The artists of Indonesia and China share the common loyalty and persistence to art, focus on humanity and positive passion of life. Their works remain visible differences in style and culture.

However, difference is the best basis of producing value in cultural exchange.

May self-confidence be built and friendship be promoted by this Art Exhibition.

Thanks to Confucius Institute of Maranatha Christian University and all of the people who have devoted time and hard work for this Art Exhibition.

May the exhibition a great success!

Dean of School of Arts and Design, Hebei Normal University

Greetings and Foreword By Mr. Jiang Shiguo
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